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I. Introduction

Ascientists send spacecraft onsilentcircuits through distant domainsofthe solar system
(and beyond), they often use the “slingshot effect” of the gravitational field of a planet

to increase or decrease the velocity of the spacecraft. This is frequently referred to as a

“gravity assist.” We wish to have a simple understanding of this effect.

Il. Examples

The Voyager missions provide dramatic examples of the use of the slingshot effect. In

a NASAreport we read:

The spacecraft will be launched in the late summer of 1977, and will fly past Jupiter in 1979.
Usingthe big planet’s immensegravity to boost them ontheir way, the (two) Voyagers will be

accelerated toward Saturn, reaching the ringed planet in 1980 and 1981.

Later in the same report we read.

Controllers and scientists might pick a new path, using Saturn’s gravity to boost Voyager 2 to-

ward distant Uranus.!

In the abstract of the article “Voyager Mission Description,” we read:

Gravity-assist swingbys of Jupiter are utilized in order to reduce the launch energy demands
needed to reach Saturn. In addition, a gravity-assist targeting option at Saturn will be main-

tained on the second-arriving Voyager for a possible continuation on to Uranus with its arrival
in January of 19862

In the samearticle it is reported that:
Two Voyagerspacecrafts will be launched during a one-month launch opportunity which opens

on August20, 1977. This opportunity. ..was identified with a special alignmentofthe outer planets
allowing the spacecraft to use multiple gravity assists to go from Jupiter to Saturn, then to Ura-

nus, and finally to Neptune... ?

The gravity assist was used recently in the mission of another spacecraft whose trajec-

tory remainscloserto the earth. Underthe dateline “Greenbelt MD”the newspaperstory

reports that:

Radio controllers guided an American spacecraft narrowly around the backside of the moon

on Thursday, flinging it into a course that should carry the tiny observatory to a rendezvous

with a comet in 1985?
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The story continues:

The International Sun-Earth Explorer 3, a [450 kg] observatory

launched five years ago to do anotherjob, got a slingshot-like gravity

boost from the moonto putit on a course between the earth and the

sun that should allow it to pass throughthetail ofthe Giacobini-Zinner
Comet on SeptemberIl, 19853

The story also reported that:

The lunar maneuvernot only snapped the spacecraft to a new trajec-

tory but boosted its speed by about[9.8 x 10?m/s to 2.3 x 10°m/s].
The comet and the spacecraft will be [7.1 x 10!°m] from the earth

at the moment of rendezvous?

The complex maneuvering of this spacecraft, to bring it out to

the comet,started in June of 1982 and involveda total of five close

encounters with the moon+

Ill. The Puzzle

These reports of the slingshoteffect may well raise questionsin

the mindsofour students. ‘“The gravitationalfield is a conservative

field. How cana space probehave a greaterkinetic energy at a given

distance from a planet, whenthe probeis leaving the planet, than

it had at the same distance when it was approaching the planet?”

IV. The Explanation: Qualitative.

The answeris straightforward > It can be illustrated by a simple

example as shownin Fig. 1. A person (representing the earth) stands

beside a busy street (which represents the orbit of an approaching

planet). The persontosses a soccer ball (which represents the space-

craft) with a small initial velocity in front ofa truck (whichrepresents

the planet) that is approaching with a high velocity V. Theball, nearly

stationary, is struck by the truck. Let us assumethat the collision

is elastic. Measurements made by the person on the curb will

show that the ball gained an amountof kinetic energy equalto the

kinetic energy lost by the truck. The fractional increase in the ki-

netic energyof the ball is very large while the fractional loss of ki-

netic energy of the massive truck is very small. Now let’s look at

the collision in the frame of reference of the truck. Because of the

large massratio, the frame of reference of the truck is almost coinci-

dent with the center of mass frame. The truck driver will see the

ball approaching with a velocity V before the collision and will see

it receding with a velocity B after the collision. The driver will re-

port that the kinetic energy ofthe ball after the collision was the same

as beforethe collision. The driver will also report that the interac-
tion betweenthetruckandtheball could be represented by a conser-

vative force field. To the curbside observer, the interaction would

not appear to be described by a conservative force field. Thus a given

elastic interaction of two particles may or may not appear to be

governed by a conservative field of force, depending on the frame

of reference in which the interaction is observed.

This serves to remindusthat all of our textbook discussions of

conservativefields deal with framesofreference in whichthe source

of the field is at rest. Our textbook discussionsare all in the frame

of reference of the truck driver.
It is very easy to translate this example of the truck and the ball

to the interaction of a spacecraft and Jupiter. The observer on Jupiter

will see the spacecraft having the same kinetic energy, at a given

distance from the centerofJupiter, when the spacecraft is approach-

ing as it has whenit is leaving. The observer on Jupiter will describe

the interaction in terms of a conservative force-field. An observer

on the Sun will see the massive planet Jupiter moving with a high

speed. A tiny spacecraft with very little kinetic energy is “hit” by

Jupiter in an elastic collision and as a result, the spacecraft leaves
the site of the “impact” with a velocity greater than Jupiter’s. The

observer on the Sun would be temptedto say that the elastic interac-

tion is not governed by a conservative field of force.

There is one importantdifference between the ball-truck interac-

tion and the spacecraft-Jupiter interaction. The ball-truck interac- 

Fig. 1. The person S on the curb throws a soccer ball in front of a heavy

truck that is approaching at high speed. The truck collides elastically with

the ball. Person S seesthe ball gain a great deal of kinetic energy in the colli-

sion, while the truck drive C sees the ball’s kinetic energy unchangedby the

collision. ‘

tion is a repulsive force while the spacecraft-Jupiter interaction is

the attractive interaction of Newton’s Law ofgravitation. In order

that the small object gain energy, we have to throw the ball in front

of the approaching truck; we have to throw the spacecraft behind

the approaching Jupiter.

V. Calculations: Outline

The details of orbit and trajectory calculations are analytically

complex. Let us do a simple approximate calculation ofa hypotheti-

cal interaction of a Voyager spacecraft with Jupiter. This will give

us values for the angular deviation of the path of Voyager and for

the changesin velocity, momentum,and energythat take place. For

simplicity let us treat the interaction of Voyager and Jupiter as an

elastic collision in two dimensions of two point particles. Thus we

will examine the momenta ofthe two collidingparticles (Jupiter and
Voyager) only whenthey are separated by large distances before and

after the ‘“‘collision,’” which permits us to ignore the analytical com-

plexities of the orbit of Voyager in the vicinity of Jupiter.

We will view the collision in two different frames of reference.

The C frameis the one in whichthecenterofmassofthe two-particle
system (Jupiter and Voyager) is at rest. The § frameis the one in
which the Sunis at rest.

In a two-dimensionalelastic collision of point particles ofknown

constant mass with knowninitial velocities, we have four unknown

quantitities after the collision. These are the magnitudes and direc-

tions of the velocities of the two particles. Only three equations are

available to solve the problem. These three represent conservation

of the x component of momentum,conservation of the y component

of momentum, and conservation of energy. Thus it is necessary to

assumea value of one of the four unknownquantities after the colli-

sion. Valuesof the other three quantities after the collision can then

be determined from the simultaneoussolutionofthe three equations.

In order to complete the characterization of the collision we need

to specify (in the S frame) the magnitudeanddirection of the veloc-

ity with which Voyager approachesJupiter, the magnitude anddirec-

tion of the velocity of Jupiter, and in the C frame we will choose

to specify the direction of the path along which Voyager departs from

Jupiter.
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Fig. 2. The upperfigure shows the “collision” of Voyager and Jupiter in the
S frame and the lower figure showsthecollision in the C frame. In the C
frame we have chosen to examine the case where 6A = 6B.

<IVSB

 

Fig. 3. In the S frame Jupiter is moving to the left with the velocity Visp.

whichis also the velocity of the C frame with respect to the S frame. The

velocity of the C frame plus the velocity of Voyager as measured in the C

frame, gives the velocity Vygp of Voyager in the S frame.
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VI. Data

Mass of Voyager 825 kg (2)

314.5 X Massof the Earth

10?x X Massof the Earth

1.88 x 1027 kg

Massof Jupiter

MR
lt

Distance, Sun-Jupiter = 7.78 x 10'! m

Period of Jupiter = 4332.6 Sidereal days

= 373 x 108s

If we assumethat Jupiter is in a circular orbit around the Sun,

then the speed of Jupiter is:

Visp = 1.31 x 104 m/s

Weare here introducing a triple subscript. The first character iden-
tifies the object (J for Jupiter or V for Voyager). The secondidenti-

fies the frame of reference (S for Sun or C for Center of Mass) with

respect to which the velocity is measured. Thethird identifies whether

weare speaking of the value of the quantity before the collision (B)

or after (A).

Because the interaction time of Jupiter and Voyageris short com-

pared to the orbital period of Jupiter around the Sun, we will give

no further consideration to the circular nature of this orbit. We

will treat the motionofJupiter as straight line motion with an initial

velocity Vysp.

VIL. Calculation: Details

Let us assume that

Vvsp = 1.00 x 10¢ m/s

in the positive y direction, and use the value above

Visp = 1.31 x 10 m/s

and assumeit is in the negative x direction. We will specify the direc-

tion of the velocity of Voyagerafter the collision, Vyca, by assum-

ing that Vycp and Vyca make equal angles with a line through Ju-
piter that is perpendicularto the line from Jupiter to the Sun. We

have now specified sufficient detail to permit us to calculate the ve-

locity Vysq with which Voyager leaves Jupiter. Figure 2 shows the

velocity vectors of Voyager before and after the collisions in the S

and C frames.

1. Caiculate the ratio of the velocities in the C frame
a

Vics = Mv _ 825 = 439x 1025 (1)
Vvcp M; 1.88 x 1027

This ratio is so small that we can say that the errors are negligible

if we assume:

a. The velocity of Jupiter in the S frame is the velocity in the

S frameofthe centerof massofthe Jupiter-Voyager system,and

b. The,velocity of Jupiter is unchanged by the collision, Vysp

= Visa.

2. Calculate the initial velocity of Voyager in the C frame. From

Fig. 3 we see that
= —_ —

Vysp = Visp + Vvcs (2)
=)

The velocity of the C framerelative to the S frame (Vjsp) plus the

velocity of Voyagerin the C frame vce) equals the velocity of Voy-

ager in the S frame (Vysp)-

| Fs = 1.00 x 10! mis
[Vise [= 1.31 x 104 m/s
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It is easy to calculate that

Vucr = 1.65 x 104 m/s (3)
6B = 374°

3. Calculate the final velocity of Voyager in the C frame. Thebasis

for our analysis of the collision is to note that in the C frame the

elastic collision requires that

Yves =ie (4)

Thesevelocity vectors are shownin Fig. 2 which is drawn in accord

with our assumption that 9B = 6A.In the C frame

Mvcal= 1.65 x 10* m/s (5)

 

py

Vvcs  

  

4. Calculate the final velocity of Voyager in the S frame. The vector

diagram is shown in Fig. 4
—_ —_ “4

Vvsa = Visa + Vvca

We have the values

Visa = 1.31 x 104 m/s

Vvca = 1.65 x 10* m/s

@A = _:374°

> = 20.9°

From these,

Vysa = 2.80 x 10¢ m/s (6)

5. Energies and momenta

In the C frame the kinetic energy of Voyagerafter the collision

is the sameas before. The kinetic energy of Jupiter is the same after
as before. The four momenta (Voyager and Jupiter before and after)

all have the same magnitude in the C frame.

6. Kinetic Energy Gain of Voyager

The ratio of Voyager velocities in the S frame before and after
the collision is

Vvsa _ 2.80 x 104

Vusp 1.00 x 104
 

The ratio of kinetic energies in the S frame is then

KEvsa

KEvsp

= 28? = 7.9 (7)

In this example, Voyager leaves Jupiter with 7.9 times as much ki-

netic energy as it had on its approach to Jupiter.

The initial KE of Voyager in the S frame is

Ye x 825 x (1.0 x 10*)? = 4.13 x 10! J

The final KE of Voyageris

Y2 x 825 x (2.8 x 104)? = 3.23 x 10" J

The kinetic energy gain of Voyager in the S frame is 2.82 x 10"! J.

7. Reduction of Velocity of Jupiter

In one of the descriptions of the Voyager missions we read:

Nearly a billion kilometers from home, the travels of the Voyagers

have just begun. Voyager 1, having gained energy by imperceptibly

slowing Jupiter, now races toward Saturn. From Saturnit will depart
from the solar system at a steady rate of about three astronomicalunits

(AU) per year

 

VsSA

Fig. 4. The velocity of the C frame VisA» Plus the velocity of Voyager meas-
ured with respect to the C frame, is the velocity of Voyager in the S frame.

Although we assumedthat the velocity of Jupiter in the S frame

was unchangedby the collision, we know that Voyager’s gain of KE
is equalto the loss ofKEofJupiter. Thevelocity reduction ofJupiter

dueto this “collision” is easy to estimate. The KE ofJupiter in the

S frame is

KE) = % MyVjsp? (8)

The changeof Jupiter’s velocity dVjg is related to its change of KE
by differentiating both sides of Eq. 8.

d(KE;)

MyV5sp
dVj5 = (9)

Because the “‘collision’”is elastic, the KE gain of Voyager is equal
to the KE loss of Jupiter. Both are measured in the S frame.

2.82 x 10"

1.88 x 102? x 1.31 x 10¢

= 1.15 x 10-20 m/s (10)

dVjs

This change in velocity is truly negligible. In 10° y this would lead

to a displacement change of 3.6 x 10-+m!

VIII. The Natural Order of Things

Questions have been raised by environmentalists abouttheeffect

on Jupiter of these gravity-assisted accelerations of spacecraft. The
implication is that these disturb the orbit of Jupiter and thus disrupt

“the natural order of things.” It is true that the orbit of Jupiter is
disturbed by giving gravity-assists to spacecraft, but we must ask,

“compared to what?” Thekey is the mass ratio. The mass ofVoyager

is roughly the sameas that of a very small car. The massof Jupiter

is about 300 times the mass of the Earth. If a car accelerates with
respect to the Earth at the same rate as Voyager accelerates with re-

spectto Jupiter, then the recoil acceleration ofthe Earth will be around

300 times that of Jupiter. The Earth’s motionis disturbed in a calcu-
lable amounteach time a person accelerates by walking or driving.

The only way we can avoid disturbing the “natural order ofthings”

is to lie quietly—permanently.

Thesurfacesofplanets and satellites are continuously bombarded

by particles whose masses range from microgramsto megatons. The

effect of a megaton impact will far exceed the effect of a gravity-

assist to a spacecraft, yet these impacts are a part of “the natural

order of things.”

Thuswecan see that the accelerations of Jupiter that result from

these gravity assists to spacecraft, are comparable to what each of

us does everyday to the earth and are negligible compared tothe ef-

fects of asteroid impacts.
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IX. Slingshot Effect Can Reduce Velocity

Theslingshoteffect may be used eitherto increaseor to decrease

the velocity of a spacecraft. This may comeas a surprise because

one usually thinks of space missions as requiring high velocities in

orderto cover great distances in the shortest possible time, with the

expenditure of the smallest possible quantity of fuel. Thus the use

of the slingshoteffect to increase the KEofa spacecraft has obvious

advantages. One may sometimesusethe slingshot effect to slow a

spacecraft in order to put it into orbit around a distant planet.

X. Gravitational Potential Energy

The PE of masses M, and My whenthey are separated by a dis-

tance r is

MjMyPE = -G db 

r

The total energy (TE = KE + PE)is positive if My has an apprecia-

ble KE whenit is infinitely far removed from My. IfMy is ina bound

orbit of radius r around Mj then

Myv? = Gg MvM

r r
(12)  

As is shown in elementary physics texts, the TE of the system then

is negative. A spacecraft with a positive total energy cannot exist

in a stable circular orbit around a planet. A spacecraft approaching

a planet from a great distance mustlose a large quantity of kinetic

energy ifit is to enter a stable orbit around a planet. The spacecraft

engines can be usedto generate a reverse thrust to reducethe veloc-

ity and total energy of the spacecraft or, if one wants to save fuel,

the slingshot effect can be used in reverse.

In orderto do this the planet musthavesatellite moons. The space-

craft can approach a moon along sucha trajectory that the reverse

slingshot effect between the spacecraft and the moon reduces the

spacecraft velocity sufficiently, so that the total energyofthe system

(spacecraft and planet) is negative. The spacecraft can then be said

to be “captured”in a stable orbit around the planet. The spacecraft

cannot later escape from this stable orbit unless it increases its ki-

netic energy andits total energy. This can be done through the use

of fuel or it might be doneifa way could be foundto use the slingshot

effect to gain energy at the expense of the KE of a passing moon

of the planet.

XI. Numerical Example

The reverse slingshot effect can be seen by making a motionpic-

ture of the numerical example in Section VII and then viewing the

motion picture with the projector running backward. We now see

Voyagertraveling with a speed of 2.80 x 10* m/s overtaking Jupiter.

Voyagerpassesin front of Jupiter and as a result, Voyager’s velocity

is reduced to 1.0 x 104 m/s andits kinetic energy is reduced to about

13% of its initial value.

XII. Contrast the Two Slingshot Interactions

We can contrast the two types of “‘slingshot”’ effects. If Voyager

crosses Jupiter’s path ahead of Jupiter, then Jupiter will gain energy

and Voyager mustlose energy. If Voyager crosses Jupiter’s path be-

hind Jupiter, then Jupiter will lose energy and Voyager must gain

energy.
A similar effect can be imagined with the soccerball and the truck

which interact via the repulsive force. Let the truck velocity be V

as seen in the S frame. Thisis very nearly the velocity of the C frame

as seen from the S frame. After the truck has passed, the person

at the curb hurls the ball with a velocity 2V (in the S frame) at the
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Table |. This table shows the region ahead or behind the massive mov-
ing object, where the interaction (attractive or repulsive) must take
placein order that the small object (Voyagerorthe ball) gains or loses
kinetic energy.

Interaction Interaction
Attractive Repulsive
(Jupiter-Voyager) (truck-ball)

small object behind ahead of truck

gains KE Jupiter

small object ahead of behind truck
loses KE Jupiter

 

backofthe truck. In the C framethe ball approaches the truck with

a velocity 2V - V = V andafter impact, it rebounds from the back
of the truck with the velocity V. Thus the observerat the curb (at

rest in the S frame) sees the ball at rest in the S frame after the im-

pact. All of the KE of the ball was given to the truck? We can see
that ifthe ball-truck interaction takes place behindthe truck,the ball

will always lose energy and the truck will gain energy.If the interac-

tion takes place ahead of the truck, the ball will always gain energy

and the truck will lose energy. Table I summarizesthe interactions,

giving, for attractive and repulsiveforces, the location (ahead or be-

hind) of the region wherethe interactio takes place in order to have

the small object gain or lose KE.

XII. Other Examples

Other interactions of moving objects and radiation with moving

“reflectors” can produceeffects that ate analogousto the slingshot

effect. This can be seen by examining the event in the C frame in
whichthereflectoris at rest and in the S frame in which thereflector
is moving.Asin the case ofthe ball and truck,a ball bouncing elasti-

cally from stationary wall will experience no change in KE. When

the event is viewed from a moving frame, the ball will gain or lose
KEdepending on whetherthe collision has a ‘head on” component

or whetherit is an ‘‘overtaking” collision. A similar thing is seen

in acoustics. The echo from an approaching wall has a higher fre-
quency and a higher energy density than the echo from a stationary

wall. Light reflected from an advancing mirrorhasa higher frequency

thanlight reflected from a stationary mirror. An electrically charged

object will “reflect” oppositely charged particles. If the charged ob-

ject is approachingthe particles, the KE ofthe particles after ‘“reflec-

tion” will be greater than it was before reflection. Persons riding

surfboards slowly into the advancing face of a high wave, return to-

wardthe shore with greater KE than they had when leaving the shore.

Magnetic fields can “reflect” particles. The “‘collision” of Fig.

2 as seen in the C frame, could easily be imagined to represent the

interaction of a chargedparticle with a small region of magnetic field

perpendicular to the diagram. Since, in the C frame, the direction

of the magnetic field is always perpendicularto the particle velocity,

the magnetic field cannot change the KEofthe particle, yet in the

S frame the particle gained or lost energy. In the more general case,

whena chargedparticle travels in a magneticfield it will spiral around

the magnetic field lines. If the spiraling particle moves into a region

of a strong field, the force vector has a component perpendicular

to the direction of advance of the particle along the field lines and

the particle is “‘reflected” without change in KE by a “magnetic mir-

ror.” If either of these reflections is viewed from a moving frame,

the charged particles will be seen to gain and lose energy just as in
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Tabie Il. (from Ref. 7)

NAVIGATION

TOUR HISTORY/ASSESSMENTM/S (meters/second)

TOUR AV DET AV 90STAT AV TOTAL
2-3 2 188 260
P-1 104 127 231
80-23 27 142 169
AVEGA 10 140 150
84-02 77 9 196
85-01* 37 (52) 132 20) 189 (172)
85-02* 67 (61) 102 (93) 169 (154)
85-05* 70 (64) 128 (116) 198 (180)
85-06* 68 (62) 118 (107) 186 (169)

Note: All tours normalized to 11 encounters.
() - values for the 10 encountertours.
* - preliminary assessment
Detailed analysis for [the tour] 85-01 [is] in progress
Current allocation is (187) m/s total AV for 10 encounters.   

the case of the truck and the soccer ball. Fermi proposedthis as a

possible mechanism for the acceleration of cosmic rays.

The main process ofacceleration is due to the interaction of cosmic

(charged)particles with wandering magneticfields. ...Such fields have

a remarkably greatstability becauseoftheir large dimensions(ofthe
order of magnitudeoflight years) and the relatively high electrical
conductivity of interstellar space®

Fermi notes that

Ona collision both a gain or a loss of energy maytake place....gain

and loss, however do not average out completely, because....a head-

oncollision is slightly more probable than an overtaking collision due

to the greater relative velocity?

The same thing happenswith a truck moving throughthe air. The

truck gives more energy to molecules that collide with its front, than

it gains by collisions from molecules that are overtaking it and strik-

ing it on the rear. Thusthe truck loses energyin its passage through

the air.

XIV. A Thermodynamic Analogy

A sampleofan ideal gas is confin:ed adiabatically by a cylinder

andpiston.If the cylinder moves forward to compressthe gas, the

moleculeswill reboundelastically from the surface ofthe advancing

piston with a greater velocity than they had before they struck the

advancing piston. The averagevelocity ofthe molecules is increased

and their temperatureis raised. The energy required to accomplish

this increase of the internal energy of the gas, must have been sup-

plied by the external agentthat maintained the velocity of the piston.

When the piston is retreating, the effects are reversed. The gas

molecules lose energy, the temperature ofthe gas decreases, and work

is doneby the gas to increase the velocity of the piston or to do work

on the agentthatis retarding the free motion of the piston. When

the slingshoteffect is used to increase the KE of Voyager, we are

adiabatically “heating” Voyager. If the effect is used to reduce the

KEof Voyager, we are “cooling”’ Voyager adiabatically.

XV. Example

The Galileo mission to Jupiter is planned for launch in mid-1986.

Manydetailed plans for the mission have been studied intensively

as planners seek an optimum mission. Twocriteria of optimization

can be thoughtof at once: (1) maximize the opportunities for close
observationofJupiter and its moons, and (2) minimize the integrated

total change in velocity AV which must be achieved through the burn-

ing of fuel.

Table II is an assessment of some possible tours around Jupiter

and through its moons” The numbersgiven are the integrated total

changesin velocity in meters per second that must be supplied by

fuel on board the spacecraft after the craft arrives in the vicinity of
Jupiter, in order to complete 11 encounters with Jupiter and its satel-

lites. Since the fuel requirements increase with increasing AV, alow

AVis desirable. The left column assumesthatall the ephemeris data

onJupiter andits satellites are accurate. The “STAT” columnis what

must be allowed to accountforstatistical uncertainties in the ephimeris
data and these add to give the total AV. The variations in the AV’s

for the different paths are usedpartly by the differing extents to which

the pathis able to take advantageof gravity assists (speedup or slow-

down) from Jupiter and from the moons. Figures5, 6, 7, and 8 show

one possible configurationofthe mission. One can see that the detailed

calculation ofthe trajectory of a particular missionis an enormously
complex many-body problem. Each encounterwill involve a sling-

shot effect although path changes in encounters with Jovian moons

are often very small.

‘86 INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY

 

  
  

’ PLANE CHANGE
AV

JAN '87    

 

LAUNCH
MAY '86   
 

Fig. 5. Spacecraft path from the Earth to Jupiter. The Sun is the black dot

in the center of the circle that represents the earth’s orbit around the Sun.

Theearth’s orbital velocity counterclockwise around the sun addsto the ve-

locity given by the burning fuel of the rocket. The spacecraft overtakes Jupi-
ter in August 1988 (from Ref. 9).
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ARRIVAL GEOMETRY
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Fig. 6. As the spacecraft approaches Jupiter it separates into both a probe

that landsonthe surface ofJupiter, and an orbiter which will then move about

amongJupiter’s moons. Jupiter’s velocity is to the right. In this part of the
trajectory as seen in the C frame, the spacecraft is gaining energy as it ap-

proachesJupiter. The open rectangle represents the portion ofthe trajectory

in which the probe nearor on the surfaceof Jupiter relays data to the space-

craft for relay to earth. The solid rectangle represents the Jovian Orbit Inser-
tion GOI), whichis the fuel burn needed to reducethe velocity of the space-
craft so that it is “captured” in an orbit around Jupiter (from Ref. 9).

SATELLITE TOUR - DETAIL

XVI Other Sources

A comprehensive review of the history and mechanics of the
gravity-assist procedures has been given by Nock and Uphoff'® who
point out that

Voyager uses the gravity assist of Jupiter to bend and speed up the
trajectory to reach Saturn. Thisassist is considerable, equivalent to
11,500 m/s, and in fact results in a solar system escape trajectory.

In regards to orbital capture missions they report that

AtJupiter the AV required to alter the hyperbolic trajectory to an el-
liptical orbit is of the order of 1000 m/s or greater for favorable ap-
proach conditions....Although the planet itself is not sufficient to
achieve orbit capture, the gravity assist of a massivesatellite (or of

several satellites) may be applied in order to reduce the capture AV.

Nock and Uphoffgive a detailed historical review, with an exten-
sive bibliography. They point out that

Thefirst known reference to the use of a satellite to reduce energy
Tequirements for celestial navigation was in a manuscript by Yu. V.
Kondratvuk(ofthe U.S.S.R.) about 1918-1919 (unpublished until 1964).

XVII. Conclusion

The slingshot effect appears puzzling becauseit seemsto violate

our understandingofthe behaviorofa particle in a conservative force

field. Becauseit is puzzling, one might concludethatthe “‘slingshot”’
effect is remote, complex, and beyond simple understanding. We have

shownthat the tools of elementary physics are sufficient to permit
beginning students to gain a good understandingofthe slingshot ef-
fect and its applications. By examining the asymptotic behavior of
Jupiter and Voyager when they are far from one another before and
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Fig. 7. The spacecraft approaches Jupiter on the path that enters at the top

right near the circle marked “150 Ry” (150 times the radius of Jupiter). It

passes close to Jupiter (the small dot) where the JOI burn takes placeto re-

duce its velocity. It then moves out on the large loop at the right labeled
“APOJOVE1.” Following APOJOVE| the spacecraft orbits Jupiter repeat-

edly, using small amountsoffuel from time to time to give optimum encoun-

ters with Jovian satellites (from Ref. 9).
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    APOJOVE 1

XR TICK MARKS EVERY 2 DAYS   
Fig. 8. Closeupdetails ofthe orbits ofthe spacecraft in the vicinity of Jupiter.

Eleven encounters are marked with Europa (E), Gannymede (G) and Cal-

listo (C). The numbers along the bottom andright margins identify the se-

quenceofpasses near Jupiter, starting with 0 nearthe lowerright (from Ref.9).

after the collision, we can see that the details of the collision are

notofsignificance; thus any interaction that producesanelastic col-

lision can be substituted in place ofthe gravitational interaction. The

slingshoteffect is then an effect that is observed whenan elastic col-

lision is viewed in a frame of reference other than the C frame.

The NASA report closes by noting that

Years after launch, perhaps 30 times farther from the Sun than the
Earth is, their attitude control gas spent, the two Voyagers will be

unable to respondto attitude correction commands from their Earth
masters, and communications will fade and disappear as they drift

out of range. Their mission of discovery and exploration complete,
the two crafts will sail on forever (see footnote 1).
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